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Abstract

A grid-forming voltage source converter (VSC) is responsible to hold voltage and frequency in

autonomous operation of isolated systems. In the presence of unbalanced loads, a fourth leg

is added to provide current path for neutral currents. In this paper, a novel control scheme

for a four-leg VSC feeding unbalanced linear and nonlinear loads is proposed. The control

is based on two control blocks. A main control commands the switching sequence to the

three-phase VSC ensuring balanced three-phase voltage at the output; and an independent

control to the fourth leg drives neutral currents that might appear. The proposed control is

noninvasive in the sense that both control blocks are independently implemented, avoiding

the use of complex modulation techniques such as 3D-SVPWM. Moreover, the main control

is deployed in dqo reference frame, which guarantees zero steady-state error, fast transient

response during system disturbances and mitigation of harmonics when nonlinear loads are

present. Simulations and experimental results are presented to verify the performance of

the proposed control strategy.

Keywords: VSC, four-leg, unbalanced loads, nonlinear, neutral phase, isolated.

1. Introduction

Isolated microgrids can be defined as a cluster of distributed generation, energy storage

devices and loads connected through a relatively small grid, usually at medium or low
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voltage levels. Storage devices and distributed generation, such as photovoltaic arrays, fuel

cells and wind turbines are customarily connected to the microgrid through power electronic5

interfaces that include DC/AC converters [1, 2]. These converters can be operated in two

modes: grid-feeding mode and grid-forming mode. In grid-feeding mode, the converter

supplies a given active and reactive power set points. Active power set point is subject

to power availability from the primary resource (wind, sun, etc.), while reactive power is

predefined either locally or through a central control [3]. In grid-forming mode, the converter10

seeks to control a predefined frequency and voltage, for which it is usually connected to a

storage system. Nowadays, the preferred converter topology, at least for the grid-forming

role, is the IGBT-based Voltage Source Converter (VSC) type [4, 5].

Fig.1 shows a common configuration in real microgrid applications [6, 7], where there

is a VSC which is responsible to hold voltage and frequency during isolated operation,15

substituting the main grid functions. Distributed generation (DG) represents the set of

grid-feeding generation (i.e. PV, combined heat and power, wind, biomass) that only injects

active and reactive power without taking any responsibility in improving the power quality

of the grid (unbalances, stability, harmonics, flickers, etc.). These DGs can be seen as

intermittent balanced and unbalanced negative loads as they can include single-phase PV20

generation. The connected loads can include linear and nonlinear type as well as three-

phase and single-phase loads (i.e. electric vehicles). In this context, significant unbalances

and harmonics can be found and must be duly considered by the grid-forming VSC to hold

frequency and voltage at the point of interconnection (POI), regardless the type of load

connected, and the disturbances caused by DGs during an isolated operation.25

The first approaches to overcome unbalances were based on reactive power compensators

(variants of Steinmetz circuit). Those approaches minimize or, under certain circumstances,

eliminate unbalances by means of additional costly equipment such as active filters [8, 9],

dynamic voltage restorers [10] or STATCOMs [11]. Other schemes deal with unbalances by

trying to firmly hold a three-phase balanced voltage everywhere, regardless the type of loads.30

However, some of these methods are limited to unbalances with only negative-sequence com-

ponent, neglecting the possible presence of a zero-sequence component circulating through
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Figure 1: Common microgrid topology with one grid-forming VSC responsible to hold frequency and voltage

during isolated operation.

a neutral phase [12–14].

In the most general unbalanced case, the neutral phase must be taken into account,

for which two different topologies have been mainly proposed. The first is a split DC link,35

where the neutral phase is connected to the middle point of the DC link through an inductor

filter. This alternative has proved to be unstable in case of large unbalances, unless huge

capacitors are used to achieve equal voltage sharing between the split capacitors. Thus,

this topology may be infeasible for real implementation on DC-AC voltage converters[15].

The second topology consists of adding a fourth leg to the conventional three-leg VSC,40

commonly known as four-leg VSC (4LVSC), so that the neutral current can be directly

and independently driven through this additional leg. Available control techniques for this
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configuration can be classified in three groups, depending on the reference frame they use:

abc frame, αβo frame, and dqo frame. A survey of advantages and disadvantages arising

from the use of each reference frame is presented in [16]. Although there is no absolute45

consensus of what reference frame is the best for VSC control applications, the dqo reference

frame excels in the following points: 1) simple control structure, 2) zero error in steady-state

and fast transient responses, and 3) fixed switching frequency. Therefore, it is chosen as a

reference frame to develop the main control in this paper.

All the techniques that exploit dqo reference frame use 3D-SVPWM (Three-dimensional50

Space Vector Pulse Width Modulation) as an interface between the control’s output and

the switching sequence for the 4LVSC [17–24]. Such a modulation method, however, ex-

hibits high computational cost, and it is difficult to implement even when using a fast DSP

control platform [25, 26]. Moreover, those techniques also suffer from any of the following

shortcomings: communication infrastructure required [19], control capability limited to only55

linear loads [17] or resistive loads [18], which can be extended to inductive and capacitive

components with certain modifications [18, 22], the coupling between voltage/current inner

control loops is neglected [22].

The control proposed in this paper overcomes the aforementioned issues by using simple

PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) for both the three-phase VSC (main control) and the60

fourth leg. Furthermore, taking advantage of the dqo-frame features described above, the

main control loop is devoted to deal with both linear and nonlinear loads, whereas the

independent control of the fourth leg uses a PR controller to drive neutral currents. In brief,

the main features and contributions of this work can be summarized in the following points:

• Use of simple PWM for both the main control and the fourth leg control of the VSC.65

• Truly independent control of the fourth leg, allowing a noninvasive implementation.

• Main control deployed in dqo reference frame, hence achieving zero steady-state error

and fast transient response during system disturbances.

• Valid for all type of loads.
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• No communication infrastructure required.70

The rest of the paper is outlined as follows: Section II introduces the VSC control in dqo

reference frame by using symmetrical decomposition. Section III presents a novel 4LVSC

control consisting of a main control for the three-phase VSC and an independent control

applied to the fourth leg. The results and discussion are presented in Section IV. Finally,

the conclusions are drawn in Section V.75

2. VSC Control Based on Symmetrical Components

In an isolated microgrid, VSCs must set the reference for voltage and frequency. This

makes it to work as a voltage source from the point of view of the rest of the microgrid.

For this purpose, a capacitor bank is attached between the inductor and the POI where the

voltage has to be controlled, as shown in Fig. 2a.80

A cascaded control strategy where one controller takes care of the capacitor voltage,

while generating references to another controller in charge of the inductor currents, is the

most common approach [5]. In Fig. 2b, these controllers are highlighted as Voltage Control

Loop and Current Control Loop, respectively. The controllers could be formulated in dq

frame where the typical coupling between d and q components can be eliminated using the85

decoupling terms indicated in the same figure. Using proportional-integral controllers (PI),

good transient performance and almost null steady-state error can be achieved.

The control of an isolated VSC in dq reference frame, based on symmetrical decom-

position, is shown in Fig. 2a[27, 28]. Three-phase voltage and current measurements are

transformed into dq reference frame for each symmetrical component (positive, negative90

and homopolar). Then, a control based on two inner control loops is deployed for each of

the symmetrical component control blocks. The aims of this control is to set a frequency

and a three phase voltage at the POI. For that, v?pd reference value sets the output voltage

while the others (v?pq, v
?
nd, v

?
nq, v

?
hd, v

?
hq) are set to zero to ensure a balanced output voltage.

The outputs of each symmetrical component control blocks are transformed to abc reference95

frame and then added together resulting in the duty signal that goes to the simple PWM
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Figure 2: (a) VSC control based on symmetrical components. (b) Voltage and current control loops.
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which commands the switching sequence for the VSC. However, this control neither works

with nonlinear loads nor includes the control of the fourth leg, and therefore cannot cope

with unbalanced loads with neutral current component.

3. Proposed Control Strategy for the 4LVSC100

3.1. Main Control for Linear and Nonlinear loads

Current loop

parameters

Voltage loop

parameters

Figure 3: Proposed main control for non linear loads in dq reference frame.
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The main control described in section II is only valid for linear loads (balanced or unbal-

anced with only negative sequence component). Therefore, under the presence of nonlinear

loads the aforementioned control is not able to hold a three-phase sinusoidal voltage at the

POI. Nonlinear loads are mostly handled by using resonant controllers in αβo reference

frame [29, 30]. To the authors knowledge, no work has dealt with nonlinearity in the dqo

reference frame, mainly because the generalization of symmetrical decomposition to non-

sinusoidal three-phase signals has not been satisfactorily addressed [31, 32]. However, the

attributes of dqo reference frame are well worth exploring in order to deploy a control for

nonlinear loads in that domain, like the one presented in this section. Fig. 3 shows a block

diagram of the proposed control where the idea is to consider separate control blocks for

fundamental and harmonic signals in dqo frame. For this purpose, voltage and current mea-

surements are split into positive, negative and homopolar sequences for the fundamental,

3rd, 5th and 7th harmonics (as main harmonic components), using an extended version of

the multiple second-order generalized integrator (MSOGI) proposed in [33]. The MSOGI

extracts only the positive and negative sequences of the fundamental and main harmonics

(xp,n
f ,xp,n

3rd, ..,x
p,n
7th) of a three-phase signal x. The proposed extended version (Full-MSOGI)

resorts to an additional algorithm aimed at extracting the homopolar sequence, as shown in

Fig.4. The added block is based on the same principle of extraction as MSOGI, that is, a

cross-feedback structure consisting of multiple SOGI quadrature signal generators (SOGI-

QSGs), tuned at different frequencies in proportion to the angular frequency set point ω.

Tuning criteria (value of k) for the SOGI-QSG’s are based on [33]. The resulting homopolar

outputs (xh
f ,x

h
3rd, ..,x

h
7th) have to appear as a three-phase signal, so that a dqo transforma-

tion can be performed afterwards (for the symmetrical component control blocks), allowing

a spatial rotation of 120◦ and 240◦ to be applied to the single-phase signals xf , x3rd, x5th, x7th.

For this purpose, the αβ transformation matrix (TM) is used,

xh
ith = [TM ][xith;x′ith] TM =

 0 −
√

3/2
√

3/2

1 −1/2 −1/2


T

(1)

where ith represents the harmonic’s order.
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Extension

Figure 4: Full-MSOGI: MSOGI [33] plus an extension (shaded area) to include homopolar sequence extrac-

tion of signal x.

After Full-MSOGI extraction, the signals (xp,n,h
f , xp,n,h

3rd , ..., xp,n,h
7th ) are sent to the corre-

sponding fundamental and harmonic control blocks (see Fig. 3), where the symmetrical com-

ponent’s principle is separately applied to yield a dqo control based on the voltage/current105

control loops shown in Fig. 2b. The bandwidth of the current regulator for the fundamental

control block (kcp) is adapted to the 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonics control blocks by multiplying

its value by a coefficient that determines the order of the harmonic (1, 3, 5, ..). Analogously,

the proportional gains in each voltage regulator (kvp) is divided by the corresponding har-

monic order to keep the product constant, which guarantees the same bandwidth for all110

control blocks. Same values for the integral gains (kci , k
v
i ) for both current and voltage con-

trol loops are set for all control blocks. Finally, duty cycles of fundamental and harmonics

control blocks (ηf ,η3rd, ..,η7th) are added to get η, which goes to the PWM associated with

9



the three-phase VSC.

3.2. Independent Fourth Leg Control115

As mentioned before, among the alternatives to introduce a neutral wire in a VSC, adding

a fourth leg is the more feasible solution to handle unbalances, and even nonlinear loads [16].

The techniques developed in the dqo reference frame link the control of the fourth leg with

the main control of the VSC, by using 3D-SVPWM. Besides working only for linear loads,

this involves complex calculation and high computational cost.120

a

b

c

PWM

DC Bus +

n

PWM

POI

Equivalent

net load

Main Control
(Fig. 2)

Figure 5: Proposed grid-forming 4LVSC control based on two control blocks: a main control deployed in

dqo frame and an independent control using a resonant controller.

Fig. 5 shows the control scheme for the 4LVSC where a neutral phase is introduced. The

main control, based on the inner current and outer voltage control loops, commands the

switching sequence for the three-leg VSC. These control loops are developed in a dq0 refer-

ence frame for each (positive, negative, and homopolar) sequence and for each fundamental

and harmonics control blocks, as shown in Fig. 3. The independent control (leftmost lower125

block in Fig. 5) is based on a Proportional-Integral Resonant (PIR) controller, which is only
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responsible to give the switching sequence to the fourth leg. The transfer function of the

PIR is given by:

Gs = Kp +
Krs

s2 + wcuts+ w2
o

+
Ki

s
(2)

where Kp is the proportional constant, Kr is the resonant constant for the frequency com-

ponent wo, wcut is the cutoff frequency and Ki represents the integral part that attenuates130

DC components that might appear.

The idea of the independent control is to produce a voltage in the middle of the fourth

leg so that the current entering this terminal equals the measured neutral current, in case

a non-null neutral current is present. For that purpose, three-phase output current iabc is

measured, and the reference neutral current is computed based on the sum of phase currents.135

The error between the reference and the fourth leg’s actual current in is the input for the

PIR controller. PIR’s output gives the duty signal to the single phase PWM in order to

generate a voltage vn that produces the desired current.

4. Results and Discussion

Fig. 5 shows the three-phase four-wire test system considered for simulation and ex-140

perimental validation of the proposed control. The isolated system consists of a 4LVSC

connected at the POI, which feeds a net load representing the set of grid-feeding DGs, the

actual passive loads (possibly unbalanced and/or nonlinear) and the distribution system

losses (as shown by the dashed area in Fig.1), all of them replaced hereafter by a single-port

Thevenin equivalent for simulation and experimental purposes.The main parameters used145

are shown in Table 1.

4.1. Simulations results

The validation of the proposed control strategy is firstly done by means of simulations us-

ing the same parameters of the experimental setup. Simulations are performed using detailed

models from SimPowerSystemsTM in MATLAB/SimulinkTM. The objective of the control150

is to hold a three-phase sinusoidal balanced voltage during unbalanced and nonlinear load

11



Table 1: System parameter for the study

Parameters

Rated Power 2.2 kVA

Frequency 50 Hz

AC Voltage 400 V

DC Voltage 800 V

Switching Freq. 10 kHz

LC Filter Inductance 1.8 mH

LC Filter Capacitance 35 uF

k 1.4142

kcp 9.0

kci 500

kvp 0.035

Kp 0.01

Kr 10.0

Ki 0.001

wcut 2 Hz

conditions while driving the neutral current that might appear. To test the proposed control

performance, three load conditions are considered, namely: balanced load, unbalanced load,

and extremely unbalanced load (single-phase).

Fig. 6 shows the results obtained. At t = 0, a balanced linear load of 0.65 kW is connected155

(Ra,b,c = 240Ω). As expected, the output voltage and current are balanced and the neutral

current is zero. Then at t = 0.1 s, the balanced load is increased to 2 kW (Ra,b,c = 80Ω).

Still, there are no unbalances, hence the current at the neutral phase is zero as shown in the

figure. Moreover, although the independent control for the fourth leg is actually operating at

this point (with iref = 0), it does not disturb the performance of the three-phase VSC’s main160

12
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Figure 6: Results obtained in simulations by applying the proposed control.

control. At t = 0.3 s, unbalances are introduced by changing differently the consumption

of each phase (Ra = 80Ω, Rb = 120Ω, and Rc = 240Ω). As a result, a neutral current

starts to circulate and it is all driven by the proposed control to the fourth leg while VSC

output voltage remains balanced and sinusoidal. Finally, at t = 0.4 s only a single-phase

load remains connected between phase a and the neutral point (Ra = 80Ω). Yet, even for165

such extreme unbalanced condition, the output voltage is kept balanced.

As the control of the fourth leg is independent from the main three-phase VSC control,

keeping a three-phase balanced output voltage is a matter of the main control. Whenever

there is a neutral current in the load, the proposed control acts independently deriving
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Figure 8: Versatility of the proposed control under nonlinear unbalanced loads with neutral current.
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this current to the fourth leg. This shows the versatility of the proposed control to be170

implemented for both linear and nonlinear unbalanced loads. In the next simulation, an

unbalanced nonlinear load is created by connecting a three-phase diode rectifier feeding

passive linear components (LNL = 0.08mH, CNL = 235uF , and RNL = 500Ω) and a

single-phase diode rectifier of the same features between phase a and n, both at POI, as

shown in Fig. 7. The performance of the proposed control in these scenarios is shown175

in Fig. 8. As the 4LVSC is connected to a nonlinear load with homopolar component, a

non-sinusoidal current flows through the neutral phase. The main control compensates the

voltage harmonics and keeps the output voltage balanced, while the independent control

derives the resulting current to the fourth leg.

4.2. Experimental results180

dSpace

DS1006

Load

Inverter IInverter II

D/A Board

DS2101

Oscilloscopes

Control Desk

Figure 9: Experimental setup.

The system in Fig. 5 was tested experimentally. For this purpose, a laboratory proto-

type has been built using two three-leg DanfossTM 2.2 kW inverters, driven by a DSpaceTM

15



DS1006 platform. An Analog-to-Digital DS2004 board is used to digitalize the analog sig-

nals sensed via current and voltage transducers. A 16-bit high resolution Digital-to-Analog

conversion board DS2102 is used to monitor the signals with oscilloscopes. A photo of the185

experimental setup is shown in Fig. 9. Inverter I works as a three phase VSC whereas In-

verter II provides one leg (keeping the two others legs inoperative) to build the four wire

system.

(a) (b) (c)

Vertical axis from top to bottom: Output voltage (100v/div), output current (2A/div), reference

and measured neutral current (2A/div).

Figure 10: Oscilloscope’s outputs during different load conditions: (a) Increased power of balanced load.

(b) Unbalanced load is introduced. (c) Single-phase load only.

The system was tested under three load changes to verify the capability of the proposed

control, much like in the simulated scenarios. First, the response upon a sudden increase of190

power was tested, for which an initial balanced load was increased from 0.66 kW to 2kW

(Ra,b,c from 240 to 80 Ω). As shown in Fig. 10 (a), the output voltage remains stable under

this disturbance.

Second, an unbalanced load (Ra = 80Ω, Rb = 120Ω, and Rc = 240Ω) is connected

16



while the voltage remains balanced as shown in Fig. 10 (b). The introduction of unbalances195

produces a neutral current in the system which is driven by the proposed independent control

to the four leg, closing in this way the electrical circuit. The main control ensures that

negative and homopolar sequences in the output voltage are mitigated, keeping it balanced.

Finally, to prove the robustness of the control, it is tested under extremely unbalanced

conditions, which is a single-phase load connected between an individual phase and the200

neutral phase. Fig. 10 (c) shows the results where the output voltage remains balanced, and

the output currents go entirely through the neutral phase to the fourth leg, matching the

reference imposed to the independent control. The active and reactive output power for each

load condition are pictured in Fig. 11, where each sub-figure (a), (b), and (c) corresponds to

the load variations shown in Fig. 10. Since the loads are only resistive, the reactive power205

consumed is null in all the scenarios.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11: Three-phase active (red) and reactive (green) power during different load conditions.

Nonlinear loads are tested for two conditions: balanced and unbalanced. First, under

a three-phase diode rectifier load (LNL = 0.08mH, CNL = 235µF , and RNL = 400Ω), the

output phase voltage has a THD of just 1.5% while the current has a THD of 58%, the

dominant current harmonics being the 5th and 7th as displayed in Fig. 12a. Second, the210

phase c of the previous diode rectifier load is unplugged in order to get triplen harmonics,

thus an unbalanced nonlinear load. In this case, the output phase voltage has a THD of

1.9% while phase a and b currents have a THD of 92.5% with the dominant harmonics being

the 3rd, 5th, 7th and 9th, as displayed in Fig. 12b. The performance of the main control in

17



the dqo reference frame proved to be good enough in compensating the harmonics present215

in the output voltage when dealing with nonlinear loads.

Voltage Current

(a)

Voltage Current

(b)

Figure 12: Three-phase Fluke power quality analyzer outputs at the POI under nonlinear load. (a) Balanced

load. (b) Unbalanced load.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel control for a four-leg VSC under unbalanced linear and nonlinear

loads has been presented. The main control takes advantage of dqo reference frame attributes

to deal with linear and nonlinear loads by redistributing the control into positive, negative220

and homopolar sequence for each fundamental and harmonic components. The fourth leg is

controlled using a really independent PIR controller whose implementation does not require

to modify the main control of the three-phase VSC. Moreover, the complexity of the control is

reduced by using a simple PWM for the fourth leg, avoiding in this way complex modulation

techniques such as 3DSVM. The performance of the proposed control has been proven in225

transient and steady state conditions by simulation and experimental tests.
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